Reviews & Accolades
MOUTERE PINOT NOIR 2015
BOBCAMPBELL.NZ
Bob Campbell MW, August 2017
5 Stars & 96 Points
Elegant pinot noir with bright cherry, rose petal, mineral, raspberry and spicy oak flavours. A high
energy wine, with impressive purity and power delivered with great subtlety. Long and linear. Easy
to love now but with good cellaring potential.

CAMERONDOUGLASMS.CO.NZ
Cameron Douglas MS, August 2017
95 Points
An excellent bouquet of Pinot Noir – ticking all the boxes of allure, ripeness of fruit and
concentration with aromas & flavours of cherry then other light red berry fruits – a light tarty edge
shows off the youth alongside medium+ acidity and firm tannins with chalky to fine textures; a light
savoury complexity and judicious measure of oak completes this wine. Another fine example from
the Neudorf stable – with both immediate drinkability as well as cellar potential; long and complex
finish. Decant for service through 2018; best from 2020 through 2030+

WINE ANORAK
Jamie Goode, October 2017
93 Points
There's a warm perfume to this wine with notes of cinnamon and dried herbs hiding behind the
sweet cherry and plum fruit. Lovely texture in the mouth, showing a silky elegance but also some
savoury spiciness. There's fresh cerry fruit, some cedary spice and some hints of meat and herbs.
This could be a nice mid-term ager, but it's already drinking quite well.

GEOFFKELLYWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
Geoff Kelly, March 2018
5 Stars & 18.5 / 20 Points
Lovely limpid pinot noir weight ruby, the lightest wine. Nothing light about the bouquet though,
the wine presenting glorious varietal florals of Cote de Nuits quality, port-wine magnolia and
boronia, slightly spicy and aromatic red cherry fruit, plus subtle fragrant oak. Palate follows
delightfully, the fruit impression bearing no relation to the lightness of colour, the whole wine
having a Rousseau-like quality to it. The floral sweetness suffuses right through the palate, an
essentially burgundian quality only achieved by the great wines of places like Vosne-Romanée and
Chambolle-Musigny. The quality of flavour is superb, the wine having a clearly burgundian
sweetness to it. Cellar 5 – 12 years, maybe 15.

